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1. LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information on this whitepaper shall not and cannot be used as an
opportunity to enter into any form of investment. It does not constitute or
relate in any way, nor should it be used in offering securities in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper does not include or contain any information or indication that might be considered as a recommendation or that might be
used as a basis for any investment desires.
The offering of GBR COIN (GBR) on the platform is not for speculative purposes and does not change the legal qualification of GBR COIN (GBR), which
remains a utility for the GBR platform and not for security.
Prior to purchasing the GBR COIN (GBR), we strongly advocate a careful
study of the whitepaper and all documentation associated with it, including the contract relating to the purchase of the aforementioned. In line with
that, acquiring GBR COIN (GBR) shall not grant the purchaser any right or
influence over the GBR COIN organization in any perceivable way.
Any person who intends to buy GBR COIN (GBR) must be aware of the GBR
platform’s business model and GBR COIN’s tokenomics. This whitepaper
may be altered at any time because of new regulatory and compliance requirements from any applicable laws in any jurisdiction.
In such a case, purchasers and anyone undertaking to buy GBR COIN (GBR)
hereby understands and acknowledges that neither GBR COIN nor any of
its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect loss or damages
caused by such changes.
The GBR COIN team will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop
the GBR platform in accordance with GBR COIN’s Roadmap. Anyone undertaking to purchase GBR COIN (GBR) acknowledges and understands
that the GBR platform does not provide any guarantee that it will manage
to achieve it according to full expectations.
They acknowledge and understand therefore that the GBR platform including its bodies and employees assume no liability or responsibility for
any loss or damage that would result from or relate to the incapacity to use
the GBR platform, except in case of intentional misconduct or gross negligence.
4
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NO ADVICE
This white paper is by no means a contractual obligation by any parties to
make a commitment to contribute towards the project. This white paper
also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to
purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can
be used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision.

COMPLIANCE AND TAX OBLIGATIONS
All users of the website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any,
taxes apply to their transactions. The website’s owners and authors are not
responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
GBR COIN shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use
of this website’s material, including but not limited to, written material, links
to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals.
Please ensure that you are fully informed about the risks and expenses of
trading assets in the financial markets (digital or otherwise). In particular,
ICOs are one of the riskiest investment opportunities, and there is a chance
that you will lose your entire investment.

INVESTMENT RISKS
There is a high level of risk associated with trading cryptocurrencies. Therefore, cryptocurrency trading may not be suitable for all investors. You should
carefully evaluate your investment goals as well as your level of expertise
and your appetite for risk before engaging in cryptocurrency, token, or any
other digital asset trading.
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Prior to the advent of blockchain technology, transactions in the real-estate,
oil and gas industries required the involvement of third party intermediaries to connect producers, buyers and sellers. This third party involvement
came at an added cost for anyone involved in these transactions.
Blockchain technology has introduced several new ways to facilitate transactions in each of these three industries that removes the need for third
party intervention. One of these ways is through decentralized marketplaces that support transactions in each of the industries more comprehensively.
By tokenizing the value in the real estate, gas and oil industries, assets and
values in each industry can be traded similar to how transactions are done
online, or how stocks are traded on an exchange platform.
Furthermore, the decentralization that blockchain technology offers in industries where it is implemented opens up the competitive landscape to
willing market entrants that were unable to do so due to high barriers to
entry that previously existed in the market.
Enabling more market participants in any industry will increase the number of competitors, which will in turn reduce costs in the market. This is one
of the major benefits of implementing blockchain technology in any industry, especially industries that are relatively centralized or are controlled by
large monopolies such as the oil, gas and real estate industries.
The GBR COIN ecosystem is an all-inclusive blockchain framework that will
serve as the transactional backbone for the gas, oil, and real estate industries. It is the first fully community-driven blockchain ecosystem with this
high level of utility.

VISION
We envision becoming the gateway into the future, and creating a new
world for all of our users through our one-of-a-kind ecosystem.

6
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MISSION
Our mission is to provide every holder with simple and effective ways to
gain exposure to digital assets by paving the path for cryptocurrency adoption growth, and provide an equal opportunity to everyone in the virtual
world that is free of discrimination.
To achieve this, we will develop solutions that lower the barrier to entry for
anyone looking to get involved in the upcoming and more advanced financial ecosystem, operate as a community-centric digital asset that is decentralized in every sense of the word, decrease volatility in the cryptocurrency
market, and increase the positive price pressure in digital asset staking.

2.2. PROBLEMS THAT THE GBR COIN TEAM HAS
IDENTIFIED
MAJOR CHALLENGES IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
Remaining Competitive Through Cost Reduction
One of the industry’s main challenges is to stay competitive by producing crude oil and refined products at lower costs. In order to achieve this,
production systems and environmental utilities on current operating sites
need to be optimized to the highest degree. In so doing, production efficiency will be maximized and the costs associated with extraction and refining will thereby be offset by exploration costs.
Stringent Environmental Standards
The gas and oil industry consumes one of the largest amounts of water and
energy resources compared to other industries. Therefore, it is subject to
constantly-changing and increasingly stringent environmental standards.
These standards constrain players in the industry to rethink extraction, production and distribution methods in order to obtain and/or maintain their
operational licenses.
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MAJOR CHALLENGES IN THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY
No Transparency and Slow Operations
Perhaps the biggest challenge that the real estate industry faces is the total
lack of transparency between the parties involved in contracts. This leads
up to fraud, money laundering, and corruption, and has a negative impact
on the growth of the industry overall.
Unsecure Titles and Data Management
Improper record keeping is another problem that the real estate industry
faces. This function of the real estate industry is a crucial factor for fast business processes.
Slow and Unsafe Transactions
There are normally conditional clauses and many moving parts included
in real estate transactions to ensure that the properties can be transferred
safely. With this being the case, these transactions can be slow at times.

PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED IN THE BLOCKCHAIN SPACE
With the rapid rate of innovation in the blockchain space, some problems
have emerged, namely the rate of adoption of cryptocurrency worldwide,
the associated increased barrier to entry into the newly-developed blockchain protocols and products, and the highly volatile nature of cryptocurrencies and their respective prices.
Volatility
The cryptocurrency market is one of the most volatile markets in existence
at the moment. This is mainly due to it not being regulated globally. As a result, prices in the cryptocurrency markets can fluctuate within a wide range.
This may enable quick gains for cryptocurrency traders and investors but it
also increases the probability of cryptocurrency investors and traders losing
a large portion of their investments, if not all of it.
In addition to the highly volatile nature of the cryptocurrency markets,
cryptocurrencies are traded 24/7 every day of the year. This makes it more
difficult for investors to maintain their profits and keep track of their cryptocurrency investment portfolios.
8
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High Barrier to Entry
Blockchain and cryptocurrency technology are revolutionary technologies
because they enable the decentralized transfer of value without the need
for an intermediary such as a bank or any other central institution.
In addition to the decentralization that the two technologies allow, blockchain network participants have full control of the value that they choose to
store and transact with on the network that they are using.
Given the fact that blockchain and cryptocurrency technology are relatively
new technologies, there are a very limited number of on-ramp and off-ramp
solutions for people that want to transact on the blockchain. Furthermore,
the mainstream financial system is also slow in terms of integrating with
the blockchain realm.
The combination of users having to take control of the value that they want
to use on the blockchain, as well as the very limited integration that exists
between the blockchain space and the legacy financial system, has created
a high barrier to entry for potential blockchain network participants.
The barrier to entry is further increased for people living in developing or
third-world countries that may not have access to the legacy financial
system.
Slow Rate of Adoption
The rate of adoption for cryptocurrency and blockchain technology worldwide has been significantly slower than the rate that was anticipated at the
public’s introduction to blockchain technology.
This is mainly due to potential investors fearing the cryptocurrency space,
or just not understanding the benefits that cryptocurrency and blockchain
technology have to offer. The second contributing factor that has held back
the global adoption of cryptocurrency is the fact that the cryptocurrency
space is unregulated.
Other factors that have impacted the adoption of cryptocurrencies are potential investors feeling overwhelmed in all of the projects currently available in the space, and the highly volatile prices of cryptocurrency prices.
9
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Dispersed Cryptocurrency Protocols
Cryptocurrency protocols and innovations are dispersed all over the place,
and there is not one single platform where users can access all of these protocols. For example, some platforms will only give users access to NFTs but
not other Decentralized FInance (DeFi) protocols such as staking or yield
farming.
Lack of Community-driven Tokens With Utility
The majority of the projects in the market currently are not fully decentralized or are not driven one hundred percent by their communities. Some of
the biggest cryptocurrencies by market cap are still influenced by their development teams and/or the project’s founding team members.
Projects that are fully decentralized and that are fully community-driven
usually do not have high levels of utility linked to them. Plus, these projects
normally comprise just a token or coin and do not include other DeFi protocols such as staking, yield farming, a metaverse, NFT marketplaces, etc.

10
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3. OVERVIEW
3.1. WHAT IS GBR COIN?
GBR COIN is a cutting-edge blockchain project that has been built on the
Polygon blockchain (MATIC). Polygon is a “layer two” blockchain scaling
solution that runs alongside the Ethereum (ETH) blockchain, and enables
much faster transaction speeds and lowered fees compared to the majority
of the other blockchain networks in the market.
Our team developed the project with the core purpose of making it a completely community-driven project that will take the entire crypto space to
new heights. We aim to create an all-encompassing platform in which users can access an array of cryptocurrency and blockchain facilities all in a
single ecosystem.
The GBR platform has the intentions of becoming the de facto payment
gateway for the real estate, gas and oil industries. To achieve this, the GBR
platform will employ the use of distributed ledger technology and blockchain-based asset transfer technologies such as non-fungible tokens (NFTs)
and digital currencies.

3.2. POLYGON BLOCKCHAIN
The GBR platform will be built on top of the Polygon blockchain, which is
a blockchain platform that enables other blockchain networks to connect
and scale. The Polygon platform operates using the Ethereum blockchain
and is able to connect Ethereum-based projects.
The use of the Polygon blockchain increases the flexibility, scalability, and
sovereignty of any blockchain project while simultaneously giving access
to the interoperability, security and structural benefits of the Ethereum
blockchain.
Being a second layer blockchain scaling solution, the Polygon blockchain
unlocks faster transaction speeds and lower fees, which is majorly beneficial to the GBR COIN community.
To summarize, the Polygon blockchain will help GBR COIN achieve its goals
by fulfilling the following roles:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increased scalability, interoperability and flexibility.
Low transaction fees with increased transaction speeds.
Ethereum compatibility which will allow the GBR platform to connect
to existing blockchain protocols and solutions.
Enable modern staking-based network governance.
Shorter transaction finality times.

3.3. GBR COIN’S FEATURES
GBR COIN has been built with the core purpose of being one of the best decentralized technology frameworks available, and will simultaneously make
a positive impact of equal magnitude on our community through the utilization and implementation of our framework in our ecosystem.
We are busy revolutionizing the decentralization movement with a purely
community-driven ecosystem. Our project is more than just a token: we are
the future of decentralization. Our ecosystem will enable censorship-resistant swapping in an open-source environment that is built on top of modular frameworks.
GBR COIN will balance all aspects of our protocol as well as achieve justifiable long-term growth with deliberately developed tokenomics.

Algorithmic Trading Bot
A bot is an automated computer program that follows a defined set of instructions which are hardcoded into its core logic. Bots are generally used
for repetitive tasks that need to be performed at a high frequency. These
tasks can be scraping prices from market websites every 1 minute, checking
weather forecasts every hour, or in our case, bots can be used to trade the
markets.
Algorithmic trading bots, as the name implies, follow a set algorithm - a set
of instructions or steps that are hardcoded in its base logic - repetitively and
at regular short intervals. Algorithmic trading bots rely on their hard coded
logic to determine how to react to market conditions that are constantly
changing.
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Using algorithmic trading bots is beneficial, especially in the cryptocurrency markets, as they are able to trade every trade opportunity - enabling you
to not miss one that may arise throughout the duration of the day. These
bots, when applied to the cryptocurrency markets, can be used to counteract the effect of the high fluctuations in cryptocurrency prices while also
profiting from the volatility in the cryptocurrency market. The bots can also
analyze the market and perform the correct trade at a much higher speed
than a human is physically capable of doing.
Our ecosystem includes an algorithmic trading bot that follows Artificial Intelligent (AI) trading strategies, which are strategies that employ advanced
data science and data analytics techniques and models.

Random Forest Algorithm
This AI classification algorithm consists of a large number of individual decision trees that operate as an ensemble. Each tree in the forest spits out a
class prediction and the class with the most votes is taken as the model’s
prediction.
The core concept behind the random forest model is simple but the model
itself is quite powerful, and relies on the wisdom of crowds. The reason the
model works so well is because a large number of relatively uncorrelated
models operating as a committee will most likely outperform any of the individual constituent models.
The one thing that is key in a random forest approach is that the correlation
between the models used in the forest must be low. This way, the uncorrelated models can produce ensemble predictions that will be more accurate
than any of the individual predictions.
Figure 1 below is a diagrammatic representation of how the system was implemented in our ecosystem.
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Figure 1:

Diagrammatic representation of the layered workings of a fully automated algo-

rithmic trading system.

Probit Regression
Probit regression, which is also called a probit model, is used to model dichotomous or binary outcome variables. Binary outcomes\ variables are dependent variables with two possibilities, such as yes/no, true/false. In this
model, the inverse standard normal distribution of the probability is modeled as a linear combination of the predictors.
Below, Figure 2 shows the performance evaluation result of the Random
Forest model plotted into a graph of real and predicted values.
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Figure 2:

Predicted values versus real values (predicted values in red, real values

in black); for Random Forest regression using: 500 tree and 8 variables tried for each
split.

Figure 3 shows the performance evaluation of Probit Regression
used in our research.

Figure 3: Predicted values versus real values (predicted values in red, real values in
black); for Probit regression.
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Using Genetic Algorithms Like Deep ML Neural Network
In our examination, we proposed a stock exchange trading framework that
is dependent on advanced specialized investigation boundaries for making
purchase and sell focuses that utilize hereditary calculations.
This model was crafted using Apache Spark and each cryptocurrency
stock is prepared independently using the day-to-day close. The outcomes
demonstrated that improving the specialized pointer boundaries upgrades
the cryptocurrency exchanging execution as well as gives a model that can
be utilized as a choice to either buy or hold, as well as other standard specialized examination models.
At this point, we then utilized the streamlined component estimates as purchase and sell trigger focusses for our profound neural organization informational complex. The outcomes showed that the exchanging framework
produces practically identical or better outcomes when contrasted, and
that the exchanging framework performs better generally over a longer
time period.

Using Only Support Vector Machine Regression
In this examination, a fixed training set on every day costs was utilized. It is
more feasible to acquire modest forecast blunders in the test set than in the
preparation set when utilizing a direct piece.
Specifically, Support Vector Machine Regression acquired second-rate prescient outcomes comparable with an arbitrary walk model for practically all
stocks concentrated in regularly updated costs, utilizing fixed preparing,
and paying little attention to the embraced portion of work.
Steady model refreshing adding an additional advantage in the authorized
value recurrence, and Support Vector Machine Regression models with direct and spiral bits accomplished outcomes that were fourable over the arbitrary walk model when this procedure was utilized.
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3.4. GBR COIN’S ATTRIBUTES
FAST TRANSACTIONS
Our underlying, super-performant blockchain that powers our all-encompassing ecosystem has a competitive throughput, enabling super fast transactions. This is one of the main attributes of our ecosystem that separates it
from our competitors in the market.

LOW TRANSACTION FEES
Many of the leading blockchain networks currently in the market charge unreasonably high transaction fees. This is mainly in times when the network
is congested, and is a result of the network’s limited scalability and slow
transaction speeds. Since our network has super-fast transaction speeds,
it is able to scale better than our competitors in the market - enabling very
low transaction fees. GBR COIN’s network is one of the few blockchain networks in the market that have next to nothing transaction fees.

COMMUNITY-CENTRIC
GBR COIN is a community-driven project that hands the destiny and the
future of the project over to its rapidly-growing community. This may sound
like a meme coin or token, but GBR COIN is far from it given its high levels
of utility and the ecosystem’s suite of blockchain protocols and products.

NO CENTRAL POINT OF FAILURE
The GBR network is completely decentralized, making it a distributed network of nodes. As such, there is no central point of attack or weakness that
can be exploited by hackers - making the network as secure as possible.
Furthermore, the high decentralization factor ensures that the GBR network cannot be taken down by any authority or institution.
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SOVEREIGN SYSTEM
GBR COIN is a decentralized, global digital currency that is complete with
an optimized infrastructure. The network is a combination of intense academic research, and is a clever mixture of all of the latest and proven blockchain technologies.

SECURED ECOSYSTEM
Since the GBR ecosystem is built on top of a blockchain network, it has inherent security features which are essential for protecting and maintaining
the integrity of the ecosystem’s digital ledger.

18
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3.5. FUTURE EXPANSIONS
In the coming years, the platform will expand to include other popular
Web3 protocols and technologies such as staking, an NFT marketplace,
and a metaverse. Platform users will be able to access these future features
through the platform’s native utility token, GBR COIN.

GOVERNANCE
The GBR COIN will become a governance token that will implement a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO) framework. This enables GBR
COIN holders to participate in governance decisions on the platform.
GBR COIN holders will be able to vote on important issues such as feature
prioritization on the platform’s roadmap and any other platform decisions
that can impact GBR COIN holders. GBR COIN holders will also be able to
cast a vote towards a governance issue or can assign voting privileges to
other players in the ecosystem.

STAKING
Staking is a great way for users to maximize their token holdings, and is a
much better alternative than just letting their GBR COINs sit in their accounts. By staking GBR COIN, users can earn a passive income in GBR COIN
on top of their original holdings. This has a compounding growth effect on
their GBR COIN holdings as they can now benefit from the potential rise in
GBR COIN’s price as well as the growth of their token holdings.
Not only are users incentivised by the project to stake their tokens, staking
also has the added benefit of securing the network. Thus, making the GBR
COIN network and the broader GBR COIN ecosystem more secure, allowing
GBR platform users to transact with the peace of mind that the network
employs top-notch security.
Our staking platform will also help community members increase the number of GBR COIN that users are able to hold. By taking part in the staking
offered by our platform, users will also participate in donating to charity, as
the staking offered in our ecosystem will play a major part in fueling our
charitable drive in the future.
19
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Once users’ staking periods have ended, they will be able to print their own
GBR COINs. The longer a user stakes, the more GBR COINs they will be able
to print - turning users into their own personal printing press.
Users that stake GBR COIN will be in full control of their own GBR COIN
printing since they will have complete control of their network private keys.
There will be different staking periods available, and the rate of return that
users will be able to generate will depend on the staking duration that they
have chosen.

NFT OWNERSHIP RIGHTS
Transparency, authentication, ownership, provenance, copyright and forgery
have all been major issues in the NFT industry for a while now. Moreover,
the industry has been historically restricted to elite cryptocurrency investors
who have the capacity to invest millions of dollars on a single art NFT. This is
another major problem identified by the GBR team as the NFT industry was
meant to be accessible and enjoyed by everyone.
We are proud to say that the obstacles mentioned above are nearly resolved
within our ecosystem, and we are close to making an industry breakthrough.
With this being the case, we are ready to transform the way NFTs are purchased, marketed, sponsored, enjoyed, and even created - transcending all
of the obstacles that currently plague the NFT industry.
The GBR team will be adding a state-of-the-art NFT platform to the GBR
COIN website over the next couple of years. Through our NFT platform, artists will be able to upload their NFTs to our blockchain and be able to compete against one another to have their art and brand promoted through the
GBR COIN social channels.
Imagine being able to purchase limited edition GBR COIN NFTs which will
be limited in number, like popular NFT collections such as CryptoPunks and
Bored Apes. Well, with the GBR NFT platform this will soon become a reality.
Our NFT collection will have some of the coolest and unique NFTs ever
created.
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Soon, users will be able to trade, swap, and store the GBR COIN NFTs in their
collections. But that’s not all, users will also be able to incorporate their NFTs
in select games that our team is currently developing. Users’ NFTs will soon
be the hero of a game’s story that will save the day. It will all be possible in
our soon to be launched MetaWorld!

METAWORLD
There is a liberating feeling in the virtual world as people are able to break
away from the real-world and live almost a parallel life where they can reinvent themselves. The real-world obstacles and pressure that obstruct people’s advancement in the physical world do not necessarily follow an individual into the virtual world.
The virtual world and real world are fused together to insert digital bits into
physical atoms, creating a revolutionary way for humans to move and interact with one another in the future.
Through our MetaWorld, users will be able to obtain land , as well as be able
to draw a virtual universe that is the same scale as the actual physical world
and includes any point on the globe. Our MetaWorld will consist of three
major stakeholders: buyers, sellers, and renters. Sellers will get money in
the form of an increase in the value of their virtual assets and land rent.
GBR COIN will be a vital component of the metaverse platform, and we are
aiming to build fundamental dynamics that will make it inextricably linked
to the platform’s value. The GBR COIN is a Polygon-based (MATIC) token
that will be the foundation of transactions on our network.
Game players will use GBR COIN to get access to the GBR platform’s games,
purchase in-game equipment, and personalize their avatars.
Creators will use GBR COIN to purchase assets, lands and stakes, which will
drive the demand for GBR COIN as people will rush in to buy land in our
MetaWorld.
Lastly, artists will gain access to gems that will allow them to define rarity
and scarcity, and then spend GBR COIN to publish assets to our NFT marketplace. This will increase the demand for GBR COIN even further.
21
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VIRTUAL REAL ESTATE
The GBR team is also working on an application that will enable anyone to
claim their own property address on the internet for free. You will then be
able to print the certificate for the property as well as trade it with others in
the network if you wish to. You will also have the ability to purchase other
properties that you are interested in and resell them as well.
Virtual land prices have soared, and continue to rise even in a bear market,
with many of these virtual plots of land selling for millions of dollars. GBR
COIN will allow anybody to purchase a digital representation of a real-world
island, or digital representations of real-world landmarks such as the Empire State Building, the Statue of Liberty, and much more!
With the GBR COIN World, you will be the only registered holder of that land
in our MetaWorld. You can trade it, buy more virtual land and addresses,
and sell your properties for a profit, the possibilities are endless!
All of the proceeds from the initial sales of virtual land in our MetaWorld will
go towards staking rewards and coin burns, which truly makes it a win-win
scenario for the GBR COIN platform and community.

GBR COIN VIRTUAL LAND
Virtual reality (VR) and virtual property ownership is an emerging market.
The initial reaction from investors and members of the VR community has
been really positive and has generated tens of millions of dollars in its early stages. To better gauge what the future for the VR and virtual property
market looks like, we can turn to the Second Life model. Should this model
play out again, the brands will look to utilize the opportunity of a whole new
world wherein they can promote their products on a far grander and more
immersive scale than ever before.
Apart from players that will purchase virtual land as a commodity so that
they can sell it at a higher price later on, there are players that will develop
their virtual properties and open up digital stores. These stores can range
from small boutiques to malls, similar to those that are featured in the
popular Second Life game.
22
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Meanwhile, other virtual property owners will host popular activities that
will attract a lot of traffic. They may even choose to lease out their virtual
properties for real-life brand adverts. So, just as the world’s biggest brands
inject their logos and marketing messages into the consciousness of the
public at mass gatherings, such as music concerts, sports matches, and city
centers, the same will happen at these VR events.
VR has already had an impact on the global economy, and it looks as if it will
continue to make an impact. More and more people will eventually work VR
jobs and may never work in the real world again.
Think of it a bit like the way mobile phones leapfrogged landlines in Africa
and India, as it removed the need for landline installations. The same could
be the case for young people that are looking for jobs, and they could enter
into the VR workforce by either managing virtual stores, concerts, events,
etc. This will completely revolutionize what kind of jobs will be available in
the future.
With the finite amount of virtual land available, investors in digital worlds
will need to think carefully about the locations of the lands that they reserve, and may end up making the same considerations that a landowner
and property developer would in real life.

Benefits of Virtual Real Estate
Through the use of our token, the owners will be able to enjoy the following
benefits in the GBR ecosystem.
True Digital Ownership

Blockchain technology protects the true and perpetual ownership of digital
items. All of these virtual items can also be tokenized - enabling virtual asset
holders to trade, sell, or gift their items.
These items can be traded on primary and secondary markets, which are
managed and facilitated by underlying blockchain technology. This market
normally attracts thieves and fraudsters, especially when the items in the
market are rare. However, these risks are minimized by blockchain technology and its distributed ledger - also ensuring the security and immutability
of the virtual assets.
23
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Trading

Our platform provides users with the ultimate control over their virtual assets, allowing them to buy and sell virtual items freely without the concern
that they will be ripped off or that the platform will close and cancel out all
of the value of their items.
Our ecosystem gives owners the opportunity to craft, share, and trade virtual items without the need of any central authority or control. This allows
users to enjoy secure copyright ownership with the added ability to earn
tokens.
The Endless Possibilities

Life in the virtual world has a myriad of advantages which we may not necessarily have access to in our physical lives, such as being able to construct
an entire society, culture, and city with the cooperation of others in the virtual world.
You can take part in extreme experiences without any consequences, like
flying off of a skyscraper, pass away and respawn. You can also undo and
redo things that can either give you a soothing calmness or bring an unpleasant feeling.
The virtual world is your oyster, and you are able to customize it to be whatever you want it to be!

VIRTUAL GAMES
GBR COIN will also expand into the gaming sector by creating the GBR COIN
Open Gaming ecosystem. In this ecosystem, users will be able to take part
in virtual adventures, meet in-game characters and other players, complete
quests, and clear levels by fulfilling the requirements of the different games
available in our ecosystem.
We intend on offering a gaming experience that does not include any intermediary. Our system will be secure, and the software and transactions will
be fair and reliable.
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These are just some of the qualities that conclude why the developing GBR
COIN gaming ecosystem will become the future of the gaming business.
It will also be straightforward and simple for users to earn money through
participating in GBR COIN-based games and selling or trading NFTs on our
platform.
It is estimated that the virtual goods segment of the global social gaming
market will be the fastest expanding segment at a compounded annual
growth rate of 15.20%. There is no doubt that now is the perfect time to get
into the virtual assets and gaming space, which is something that our cutting edge platform will enable users to do.
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3.6. TOKENOMICS
The name of our token is GBR COIN and it has the ticker symbol GBR. Our
token is built on the Polygon blockchain, and has a circulating supply of
60,000,000 GBR. Of these tokens, the allocation will be as follows:

40%
Private and Public Sale

20%

Advisors and Partners

25%

Company Allotment

15%

Ecosystem and Marketing

SHORT-TERM GOALS
Our priority for the next 18-24 months will be to increase the adoption rate
of the GBR token. Our goal in this regard is to onboard 10,000 real estate
companies into the GBR ecosystem and get all of them to start accepting
GBR as a form of payment by the start of 2024.
Along with our goal of getting 10,000 real estate companies to accept GBR
by 2024, we will also be prioritizing the research and development (R&D) of
creating NFT versions of property documents.
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3.7. ROADMAP
The name of our token is GBR COIN and it has the ticker symbol GBR. Our
token is built on the Polygon blockchain, and has a circulating supply of
60,000,000 GBR. Of these tokens, the allocation will be as follows:

2022
Q2:
R&D with Crypto Intelligents
Project launch
Partnership proposal to real estate
companies from all over the world

Q3:
Official website live
Listing on CoinMarketCap
(CMC) and other
cryptocurrency tracking
websites

Q4:
ICO launch
Onboard NFT and metaverse
experts
Become a title Sponsor of World
BlockchainSummit 2022 even
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2023
Q1:
List GBR COIN on global tier-one
cryptocurrency exchange platforms
Onboard NFT creators
R&D for our NFT marketplace begins

Q2:
NFT marketplace website
launch
Social media channels go live

Q3:
Start of our marketplace pre-brand
awareness campaign
Onboard metaverse land builders

Q4:
Launch of the GBR marketplace
Launch of our metaverse’s
blueprint (land map)
GBR Coin payment implementation with partnered
companies
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2024
Q1:
List GBR on more tier-two
cryptocurrency exchange platforms
NFT ambassador partnership
Launch NFTs

Q2:
Listing NFTs on multiple
marketplaces
Release V3 of the whitepaper

Q3:
Partner with a gaming company
NFT & metaverse event 2024

Q4:
Beta test-launch of the GBR
game
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4.WHY YOU SHOULD INVEST IN
GBR COIN
GBR COIN will address the major issues in the gas, oil and real estate industries through the utilization of blockchain and distributed ledger technology. Furthermore, the GBR ecosystem will be an industry game-changer.
Not only are there exciting developments and technologies coming to the
GBR ecosystem, but the ecosystem’s underlying blockchain network will
facilitate low transaction fees with hyper-throughput capabilities.
This means that transaction finality on the GBR network will soon be near
instantaneous, as the inconvenience of typical authorization and waiting
period requirements native to legacy transactional frameworks are eliminated.
Transactions with GBR COIN are also much more secure and transparent
than transactions on the traditional financial system. This is largely due to
the fact that each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the previous
transaction in the network.
GBR COIN relies on complex mathematical numbers and strings, making
it impossible to alter records on the network. This immutability and incorruptible nature of GBR COIN makes it safe from falsified information and
potential hack attempts.
There is also a large amount of liquidity behind GBR COIN since it will be
accessible and traded on some of the largest cryptocurrency exchanges
across the globe. The high levels of liquidity ensure fair asset prices, market
stability, higher technical analysis accuracy, and faster transactions.
To get started with GBR COIN is a straightforward process, and all you need
is a smart device with an internet connection!
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